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JIM KACIAN is one of the half-
dozen best-known practitioners
of haiku outside of Japan. He has
produced a dozen books, and his
work has been translated into
more than 50 languages. This
volume represents his first full-

scale appearance in Japanese, and will help readers of haiku
understand why his work has been so favorably received
in so many cultures. In addition to his own work, Kacian
has edited and published scores of other books related to
haiku, especially The Red Moon Anthology series, an annual
compedium of the best haiku published in English around
the world, and the contemporary haibun series, which does
the same for haibun and haiga.

“Kacian’s poetry exhibits a refreshing spark of imagination, a
deep affinity with nature, and a joy in sharing experience—
all of which draws the reader warmly in . . .”

—H. F. Noyes

“Reading Kacian’s haiku helped me find my way into the
tradition of this form, but I read them most of all because
they present a sense of wonder in a setting familiar to me.
Bringing this wonder home is his gift.”

—John Stevenson

“Kacian’s haiku are so wonderfully simple and direct, full of
such fine rhythms and sounds, and a sense of spaciousness.”

—Ebba Story
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Author’s Note

Many books of haiku have been translated
from Japanese into English, and in this way
westerners have come to learn much of the how
and why of haiku from its source. To my knowl-
edge, however, this is the first time that a book
of English-language haiku has been translated into
Japanese in a serious, scholarly and careful way. I
am honored and humbled at the prospect of shar-
ing my work with you, and hope it suggests that
there is haiku worthy of your time and consider-
ation  being written in cultures outside Japan. If
you find something worth savoring here, it is
completely to the credit to the industrious and
talented translation team which has seen fit to
take on the task of rendering these poems into
Japanese. I’m certain they have made the most
possible of them, given the material they had to
work with; any poems that fail to convey will have
more to do with the paucity of the original po-
ems themselves. And of course you should not
consider these poems to be representative or ex-
haustive of the diversity and richness of western
haiku. It is my hope that if this volume proves
interesting enough, more like it will follow, and a
greater sharing of our mutual cultures result.
Thank you for reading.
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We hope that readers will be open-minded to
the idea, as it exists in American haiku culture, of
“seasonal reference” and can say that an evocation
of the “environment” of the haiku is quite
important in the English-language tradition—which
also includes all of the environmental variety found
in gendai haiku (urban haiku, socio-political haiku,
etc). At the same time, environmental depictions
are not restricted by a requirement for any specific
word to be delimited to a specific season (and time-
period within that season). In a sense then, haiku in
English are gendai, in that they appear as muki-teki
haiku (haiku reading without kigo). However, this
would be overly simplistic, as season plays a strong
role, as does a sense of naturalism—and there are
additional features. We can say that there are no
strict rules in terms of syllable count, or keywords,
or kigo, in English. Some of the haiku in Presents,
when first translated literally into Japanese, had
more than one kigo. Resolving such issues, as well as
differences in geography, culture, climate, and
language have been among our goals as translators.

Especially, we have sought to create haiku which
would have power in Japanese, seen from within the
existing haiku tradition. In any literature, including
Japanese haiku, there are few truly excellent poets
in a given era with an oeuvre such as Jim has
produced which possesses commanding interest and
depth. We hope that the importance and promise
of haiku in English from such a talented poet can
be experienced from the dual perspectives of our
mutual traditions.
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our translations on the familiar 5-7-5-on form of
Japanese (with a few necessary exceptions). And, as
Presents contains not only Chapters, each dedicated
to a season, but also a clear seasonal reference or
indication within each haiku, a search was made for
appropriate kigo. But we must add a note con-
cerning the difference between “seasonal theme”
in English, and kigo in Japanese. The kigo tradition
in Japanese poetics finds its roots in ancient China,
and has developed over many centuries of literary
and cultural evolution. On the other hand, the haiku
genre outside of Japan exists within an entirely
modern literary ethos. For this reason, a traditional
saijiki (kigo compendium) is not possible. Addition-
ally, due to extensive and heterogeneous geographies
as well as cultural diversity, a unitary saijiki is not
likely to arise in the future. Jim adds this comment:

It has been my express desire to connect with the
Japanese tradition in this book, but in ways that still
function within the English literary model. For
example, the use of multiple kigo is not done as a
deliberate affront to the Japanese tradition, but in
the knowledge that what functions as kigo in
Japanese is only image in English—we can say
“moon” and not automatically assume it to be the
harvest moon. This is a function of the English haiku
trying to speak more directly to experience, and less
to convention, in part because the convention is not
our own. Such a relationship is both a strength and
a weakness: the haiku can be quite fresh and direct,
but we must also work to evoke allusion and depth—
not always a simple task in such a brief poem.

(personal communication)
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A note on the translation

Our motivation for composing the Japanese
translation of Presents has been to introduce a notable
poet, writing haiku in English, to scholars and poets in
Japan. As we examined published translations of
English haiku into Japanese, we saw that translations
usually treated the haiku literally in  Japanese, with little
or no attempt being made to offer the haiku as a
powerful poem, fitting within the existing tradition of
Japanese haiku literature. It has been our goal to
provide readers with a Japanese-interpretive translation
which can be immediately felt as native rather than as
foreign haiku.

In fact, this book has taken several years to
complete, as there were a number of issues to
resolve. For instance, how should the youthful,
modern American haiku genre best be comported
in Japanese? We can say that Jim’s haiku run a fine
line between what we consider to be Japanese gendai
(modern) and early-modern (kindai) haiku. And yet,
all use language in ways which would date them at
the earliest to the 1920s in Japan, and the postwar
era of the late 1950s in America. That is, in terms of
their predominant three-line form, syllable count,
indication of nature or seasonal theme, punctua-
tion, and often their basal imagery, these haiku in
part evoke the translations of R. H. Blyth, and the
early growth of haiku in America, dating back half
a century.

As Jim’s haiku fit a familiar (we might say tradi-
tional) form of haiku in English, we likewise modeled
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a romantic flavor too, in that “purples . . . to twi-
light” seems to light the flame of an inner candle.
How could it not, with lilacs purpling the air? It
is a fantastic haiku, nearly science fiction; at the
same time through the metaphoric image we
move closer to nature, just in that moment of im-
possibility: of lilacs purpling the air richly enough
for the sky “to (seem as) twilight.”

Another innovative example of creative meta-
phor is seen in how “faint color” is “combed from
the sky.” There is romance in this as well. It may
be only in love or mystical union where such ani-
mations of form (“sky”, “color”) impend. The ab-
stract image (“faint color”) becomes a painterly
canvas upon which “blue spruce” appears in the
poem. In these haiku are found a sense of jazz,
riffs of life, a lightness of concept and tongue—
unique improvisations which lose nothing over
many readings.
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How long after is “long after”? A swallow’s
flight is brief; “after” may imply seconds, or days,
or decades. This haiku deepens through its
paradoxical temporal “moment,” a moment of
time impossible to rationally resolve—inspiring
me to contemplate the life of memory, its gestalt
images. Again, a potent combination of natural-
istic observation, creative language, and under-
standing of paradox or disjunction in haiku is
offered, to evoke something new in poetry.

Here are a pair of additional haiku stylisms,

unseen lilac faint color
purples the air combed from the sky
to twilight blue spruce

which recall the imagistic poems of Rimbaud,
who advanced a poetics of synaesthesia, particu-
larly in his Voyelles (beginning, “A black, E white,
I red, U green, O blue: vowels, / I shall tell, one
day, of your mysterious origins: / A, black velvety
jacket of brilliant flies / which buzz  . . .”). These
haiku seem to act on an altogether deeper level,
through a semantic synaesthesia, in fusing
several paradoxical or mutually exclusive concep-
tual ideas into one moment of reading, while
containing neither pronoun nor narrative. In
“unseen lilac,” “purples” is a color turned impos-
sibly into a verb. We do have the phrase, “he/she
purpled” (indicating embarrassment or anger), but
“purples” here is in present tense, so is neo-
logistic, especially when applied to air. There is
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Below are two more haiku that extend this idea
of time paradox—possibilities for the layering of
multiple types of time in haiku:

the cold night swallowflight
comes out of the stones looking out the window
all morning long after

“Cold night” seems a simple haiku at first glance,
containing three primary objects: night, stones and
morning. There is a rhythmic simplicity also (in that
the two strong beats in the first lines are rhythmi-
cally similar to the two strong beats in the third
llines; that is, rhythmic reflection), which evokes a
sense of quietude. But there is further interest in
how this haiku presents time. The “cold night” may
be sensed as a ten-hour affair, while its emanation
out through the (cold) stones “all morning” inno-
vates time in haiku—the haiku-moment of
observation is converted to an hours-long kines-
thetic experience of felt cold, continuing through
the next morning, and including ‘all night.’ Is the
poet lying against one of these stones, or working
close by? As one must move close to the stones to
feel their cold, the kinesthetic image lends an
intimacy to presence, mixing with the passage of
time—its multiple layers (nighttime, morning-time,
coldtime) playfully fused with environmental space.

A more radical temporal departure is found in
“swallow flight.” In this haiku, the primary image
of the swallow’s flight has occurred some time
before the actual time of the haiku moment, the
moment of “looking out the window.”
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There are playful, semantic paradoxes in these
two haiku: the fullness/emptiness of a hoof print
(trace of presence); and a scene of transforma-
tion, death, and rebirth (aware) found in wizened
fruit at the edge of spring.

Here lies one of the unique qualities of these
poems: their understatedly paradoxical language
is that of our contemporary era, and each haiku
offers a new experiment—at the same time, the
classical lineage of haiku is present: each haiku
offerws the reader an implicit cross-cultural
dialogue. As well, these poems present an
ecological vision which unites the real with the
imagined in one continuous field. The device used
to enable such a transformationis the haiku form
itself, combined with a unique sensitivity to
language. Self and the wild: the silence felt is also
the presence of the poet.

It is said that generally haiku present a
“moment” of time or perception. In fact, haiku
primers in English caution against using –ing
action verbs, in that they connote ongoing
activity, which may restrict the opening of
environmental space, at least in unsure hands.
Another innovation to be found in Presents
concerns an expansion of conceptions of time in
haiku. In the “orchard” haiku above, “melts”
creates a time paradox: “orchard slush” is an
observation of a moment, yet the melting of
wizened fruit into the earth may take days, if not
longer. Additionally, “melt” is a metaphorical verb
(the fruits only seem to melt).
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An animal track is a depression which might
realistically be filled by water or snow, but here
realism is irrupted; the tracks are filled by insub-
stantial, weightless light. In this way the poem
cuts into reality presenting a kind of “semantic”
kireji (cutting word), as naturalistic expectations
are overturned. As a result, the reader is illumined
along with the deer tracks. Duality dissolves—
emptiness is one with light—realism with imagi-
nation, the poetic image. This experience recalls
yugen (a sense of  mystery, a cosmic vastness).
When language is made both minimal and multi-
dimensional, the act of reading leads to experi-
ences which deepen.

Within the transitional late winter/early
spring season of “orchard slush” of late winter/
early spring, the second line observation “wizened
fruit melts” reveals another variety of irruption.
“Wizened” is an archaism reminiscent of Merlin
(with reference to wizards and old age), an atypi-
cal adjective which may cause the reader pause.
As well, “wizened fruit” is an unlikely indication
of winter’s end;  it is an odd image, almost epicu-
rean. On the East Coast of America, one may find
remnants of winter’s freeze-dried apples, their
shrunken, wrinkled form likened to elderly faces.
But to melt “into the earth”? Semantic and imag-
istic wordplay are used here to uproot words from
normal associations, and so language is refreshed.
At the same time, the images seem to lightly tease,
as they evoke uncertainty—is the truth given
realistic, or fantastic?
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Because haiku form is so miniscule, diction,
scansion and word se lect ion must  be
expressed with care. Conversely, naturalness,
important to the genuineness or sincerity
(makoto), intrinsic to excellent haiku, is a key
attribute. The haiku below illustrate a deli-
cate utilization of rhythm and diction.

morning thaw orchard slush
deer tracks wizened fruit melts
full of sun into the earth

The first lines begin with a speedy two beats,
ending with long, almost eerie barely-vocalized or
non-vocalized sounds (-aw in thaw; -sh in slush). As
well, the two words of the first line yield complete
environmental images, that is, we can picture a
scene. The first words modify the subsequent, less-
usual words. So rather than ‘morning tea’ or ‘orchard
fruit,’ we have “morning thaw” and “orchard slush.”
This diction mimes familiar dialogic phrasing, yet
the images surprise due to the combination of
expected speech pattern meshing with unexpected
phonetic/image construction.

Leading from the quietude of the seasonal space
presented in the first lines, the middle and ending
lines offer novel observations. “Deer tracks” lead
further into the seasonal theme and scene of
“morning thaw,” toward the paradoxical “full of sun.”
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Critical introduction by Richard Gilbert

There are few haiku poets in English who have
developed innovative techniques which elevate the
genre and point us toward its future. Let me illus-
trate a few of the techniques found in Presents. In
his Introduction Jim writes that “unlike most lan-
guage, haiku does not attempt to oppose silence. It
attempts to point to silence.” Perhaps it can be
added that silence is not abstract, unitary, but car-
ries the taste of each poem which evokes it. In that
silence is something entered, it may be that the
poem must resist us, if only for a few moments, in
order for the evocation of silence to grow in power.
Each haiku in Presents reflects the use of novel haiku
techniques utilized in service to moments of read-
ing. These haiku do resist us somewhat, in that we
must first un-knit our perceptions, and then re-knit
ourselves within the refreshed environment of the
poem. As a reader I feel directly involved in the cre-
ation new worlds, an animate cosmos. Resonating
with a philosophical depth, a creative use of concep-
tual disjunction and paradox seems to lift the work
from over-seriousness—well-emulating the aes-
thetic quality of lightness (karumi) valued by Basho.

Haiku in English partake of contemporary
American speech rhythm and diction, ingrained in
contemporary consciousness by the Beat writers.
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Sweden, Finland, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Romania, Australia, New Zealand,
Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia, etc. He has won
numerous awards for his haiku, and has served as
an editor, critic,  judge, and teacher of haiku in many
journals, and for a number of professional societies.

In 1993, feeling the need for books on and
about haiku in English that were of high quality
in both content and production, Jim founded the
Red Moon Press. The annual Red Moon Anthology
of English-Language Haiku has become an impor-
tant haiku anthology in English, receiving many
awards. Red Moon Press is now the largest and
most prestigious publisher dedicated to haiku in
English, worldwide.

In 1997, as a representative of the Haiku
Society of America, Jim traveled to Japan for the
Haiku International Association-Haiku Society
of America Joint Haiku Conference, returning in
2000 as part of a three-month round-the-world
haiku lecture and workshop tour. Direct results
of this trip were the formation of the Bulgarian
Haiku Society, the Macedonian Haiku Society, the
Yugoslavian Haiku Society, the Slovenian Haiku
Society, HaikuOz (the Australian National Haiku
Society), and the incorporation of a New Zealand
Haiku Society within the New Zealand Poetry
Society.

Jim currently lives in Winchester, Virginia. In
addition to his poetics activities, he plays and
teaches tennis, kayaks at every opportunity, and
shares life with his long-time partner Maureen.
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Attending Bates College in Maine (a small lib-
eral arts institution known for its literature pro-
gram), Jim switched from Philosophy to an English
Literature/Religion double major, studied the gui-
tar, improved his piano playing, and took lengthy
hikes and canoe trips through the Maine woods. He
also began a brief career on the professional tennis
circuit. Graduating from Bates and moving south,
he took an M.F.A. in Music Theory and Composi-
tion from the University of Virginia, then in 1980 a
move to Nashville followed to pursue a songwriting
career. Modest success came over the next five years,
as several songs were performed and recorded by
well-known artists.

Jim moved to the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia
late in 1985. It was here, in a rented house which he
named “Still Pond” that he began his first system-
atic study of haiku, inspired by the writings of Jack
Kerouac and R. H. Blyth, the prodigious early trans-
lator and explicator of the Japanese tradition. After
writing over a thousand poems he decided to pub-
lish his first. Among the Japanese poets who were
influences were, of course, Basho, and more per-
sonally, Kikaku, and later Santoka, Hosai, Tohta
Kaneko and Tsubouchi Nenten. Westerners who
also made a strong first impression included John
Wills, Marlene Mountain, Anita Virgil and Robert
Boldman.

Over the succeeding decades, Jim’s work has ap-
peared in hundreds of journals and magazines in the
United States, Canada, Japan, the United Kingdom,
Ireland, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Poland,
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among eroded granite outcroppings weathered by
ice-age glaciers. Low stone walls of forgotten farm
fields meander, fading into pine-tree shadows.

Jim writes about his early years that,

A Catholic mis-education compounded by pub-
lic high school warped my understanding of the outer
world sufficiently that I wished to be a scientist from
an early age, and after that, a poet. As a grade-
schooler I built a chemistry lab and bench in my
parents’ cellar. I also played sports, basketball and
football and marbles, and especially baseball. My
childhood was the usual pain with occasional joy
(1967) suffered by anyone growing up a Boston Red
Sox baseball fan. The highlight of my youth, and
perhaps the end of it, was the offer of an Instruc-
tional League contract by the Red Sox for six weeks'
play. Despite this being my life’s dream come true, I
never played in the league, as I discovered tennis a
few weeks prior to the offer, and quickly became
addicted.

I sang and danced my way through my teenage
years much as any introverted, acned, blue-collar boy
without a car did —I walked the streets, and hung
out with friends. I preferred school to home, and so
performed a lot of theatre, sang in the chorus, played
on school teams, and always had at least one job. I
learned social lessons (“the watermelon is for the
invited guests”), political lessons (“communism is
evil”), moral lessons (“blondes have more fun”), and
read, a lot, and most of it not the required reading. I
had a couple of good teachers, though most seemed
to be working towards retirement. I had a normal
life. [personal communication]
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Biography of the poet

Jim Kacian (b. 1953) grew up in Gardner, Massa-
chusetts, which was once a mill town, thriving in
the first half of the 20th century, though fading
after World War II. It boasted in its heyday miles
of woodshops which now sit idle, ghostly
reminders of a former time. The highest city in
Massachusetts, it is subject to the changeableness
of weather for which New England is famous. It is
also surrounded by forest, especially to the north,
and alpine bog to the west, so is ideally situated for
a budding poet interested in nature. A short drive
away is the spiritual homeland of the New England
Renaissance, Concord, Massachusetts and Henry
David Thoreau’s Walden Pond. Also nearby is
Lowell, one of the meccas of the Beat Movement,
where Jack Kerouac spent his childhood.

The four seasons are evident in the surround-
ing woods and hills, with brilliant red maples in the
fall, and winters which bury the land in deep snow-
fall. It rains frequently in the remaining seasons, with
spring leaves usually unfurling by late March. In sum-
mer, sudden late-afternoon thundershowers crack
the sky, shaking the staunch walls of older colonial
homes. This land is geologically the most ancient
in the United States, and rich in both native and re-
grown forests. In Thoreau’s time, large swaths of
woods were cut down for farming. Walking the deer
paths into the deeper woods one may occasionally
find a Native American petroglyph, and ancient oaks
abutting colonial foundation stones sequestered
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kinshijyaku nogarete rengyo yuki mo tok

   e

escaped canary
in the bare forsythia
January thaw

-



   e

crocus bloom
filled to the brim
with new flakes

atarashiki yuki no afururu kurokkasu



   e

weed stalks
holding up
snow flowers

karekusa ya kuki ni sekka wo sasaetsutsu



   e

cold morning
the scarecrow shrunken
with age

iteru asa kakashi wa tsukihi ni chijikomari



   e

a wide-eyed colt
lays back his ears
falling snow

mihirakite mimitaru koma ni yuki hureri



   e

on the winter moor
overtaken
by the wind

koryo no hara nite kaze ni oitsukar--



   e

cold gathers
at the bottom of the hill
empty mailbox

yamasuso ni kan atsumarite tayori nashi



   e

drifted snow
the welcome disappears
from the doormat

uerukamu no moji keshi yuki no fukiyoseru



   e

cracked chrysalis
the inside full
of shadow

wareta mayu no naka ni kage ga michi



   e

in the shed
the snake’s slough
stiff

monooki ni hebi no nukegara kataku ari



   e

noiseless wind
icicles pend
from the bell clappers

burasagaru kane no tsurara ni oto mo nashi



   e

silent dawn
the bird’s nest
full of snow

nokosareshi su ni yuki furitsumoritaru yoake



   e

snow falls
and falls on the snowman
the long night

nagaki yoru yuki furite furu yukidaruma



   e

winter night—
the cold white edges
of the bed

fukaki yo no tsumetaku shiroki toko no hashi



   e

all winter long
smoke on the horizon
in the same place

nagaki fuyu chihei ni onaji kemuri tatsu



   e

iced over
the whole of the pond
one moon

itehatete numa ichien no tsuki to ari



   e

the hidden path
through the woods
plain with snow

fukaki mori yuki ni arawaru kakure michi





Winter





   Z

the cold night
comes out of the stones
all morning

samuki yoru iwa yori izuru asa no yuku



   Z

frosty morning
the lifeless tracery
of a lacewing

himekagero shimoyo  shimo made sukekitte--



   Z

drowned moth
the wax hardens
around it

obore ga no mawari ni katamariyuku mitsuro-



   Z

in the dark
the trap snaps shut
silent dawn

yami ni wana ga naru yoake



   Z

harvest moon
a thud of falling apple
in the night

ureta tsuki ringo no ochiru yoru no oto



   Z

chilly night
the moth’s wings
slow down

yoizamu ya ga no habataki no yowamarinu



   Z

dark waters
the snowy egret
having flown

kuraki minamo shirasagi sudeni tobisarinu



   Z

swallowflight . . .
looking out the window
long after

mado mireba tsubame no tobishi toki no kage



   Z

just dusk
the hush yields
to crickets

kureyukite shizukesa mushi no ne ni yuzuru



   Z

sun sets
through blackened leaves
last red pepper

rakujitsu ya ha wa ase hitotsu togarashi-



   Z

sweet persimmons
the sky ripens
in the west

amagaki ya ureyuku sora wa nishi ni ari



   Z

last mums
a final fat bee
slowly hums

karegiku ya oitaru hachi no tsubuyakite



   Z

afternoon moon
the blue of the sky
right through it

gogo no tsuki kara sunda ao ga kuru



   Z

birds appear
and disappear
tilting axis

kotori miekakure shite chijiku katamuku



   Z

sharp wind
the metal gate bangs shut
bangs shut

hatsuarashi tetsu no tobira ga batan batan



   Z

morning glories
curl in on themselves
sleety rain

pechunia wo chizikomaraseru hatsushigure



   Z

falling leaves
the house comes
out of the woods

konoha chiru mori no naka kara wagaya kuru





Autumn





   Y

the lake laps
all night the same
quiet thoughts

yowa no umi mokuso yosete kaesu nami-



   Y

moonless night
the dark path lit
by glowworms

tsuki naki yo terasu komichi wo tsuchibotaru



   Y

heat lightning
a silent snake strikes
the meadow mouse

inabikari otonaki hebi wa nezumi utsu



   Y

above the dust
a twitter of sunlight
from birds’ wings

chiri koete hi no sazameki wa tori no hane



   Y

no way out
of these mountains
rolling thunder

deguchi nashi yama ni kaminari todorokinu



   Y

clear here
but haze to the east
haze to the west

koko wa akiraka naredo higashi mo nishi mo kiri



   Y

shimmering heat
a willow dips its branches
into the stream

shakunetsu ni yanagi wa eda wo hitashi ori



   Y

one white butterfly
out of the green woods
over and over

shirocho ga idete wa modoru aoki mori-



   Y

a cow comes
out of the barn
half hay

hoshikusa ni natta ushi ga detekita



   Y

across the field
the slant of tall grass
the way we’ve come

kita michi ya takaki natsukusa katamukeri



   Y

empty house
some nameless plants
have moved in

ku no kyo ni namonaki kusa no hairi ori-



   Y

hard drought
roadside flax blossoms
made of dust

daikan no robo no ama no chiri no hana-



   Y

sultry afternoon
the whiligig duck
barely flaps

entei ya karakurikazami mo habatakazu



   Y

mid-day lull
the whole of the garden
one bee loud

hizakari wo ayasu niwa ichimen no hachi no oto



   Y

flag up
on the mailbox
mockingbird

oto suredo yubinuke ni wa uso ichiwa-



   Y

grass
passing the wind
hand to hand

kusa no ha ga tewatasu kaze no sugiyukeri



   Y

a sunflower
bows its head
the long summer

himawari ya natsu no nagaki ni katamukeri





Summer





   a

hazy moon
the sheen of new leaves
of rhododendron

oborozuki teru wa niiba no tsutsuji kana



   a

ripples
the pond stars move
away, away

umi no hoshi nami yure sazamekedo kiyuru nashi



   a

white heron
fills the sky
empties it

shirasagi no michiru tenjo kara to naru-



   a

unseen lilac
purples the air
to twillight

hana miezu rira no kaori no iro no kure



   a

broken fence
morning glory tendrils
reach for the missing rung

yaresaku ya asagao saguru wa arishi san



   a

uneven rows
the garden butterfly
weaves through

unemagari oriyuki susumu niwa no cho-



   a

blue ceiling
where the roof-beams
have collapsed

aozora no tenjo yane no arishi toko-



   a

spring mist
planks of the porch
grow green

shunrin ya pochi no yuka no koke midori-



   a

something dead,
something blooming
spring breeze

iku mo ari saku mono mo ari haru no kaze



   a

caterpillar
spins a mid-
life crisis

aomushi no tsumugu chunenkiki no mayu-



   a

gentle rain
the new seedbed
smoothed over

yawarakaki ame niitanadoko wo narasi tari



   a

spring snake
only its tongue
has thawed

toguro maku hebi no shita nomi tokuru kana



   a

marking time
to the wind’s waltz
trillium

shiki wo toru kaze no warutsu ni enreiso-



   a

misty morning
each unformed calyx
a fruit of dew

kiichigo no mijuku na gaku ni tsuyu minoru



   a

tangled branches
   but birdsong wings
      right through

karamitaru eda wo surinuku tori no uta



   a

plum blossoms
falling
in the wind, in the calm

ume no hana ippu ni chiri nagi ni chiri-



   a

walking in
the orchard    suddenly
                          its plan

kajuen wo arukeba hui to hiramekeri





Spring





nebukuro de sen no chocho no yume wo miru

   m

dreaming
in the sleeping bag
of butterflies

-



   m

first page
of the new journal
untrammeled snow

atarashii nikki no peeji wa massara no yuki



   m

corona moon
the cold squeezes flakes
out of the air

tsuki no wa ya taiki ga shiboru sasameyuki



   m

bitter night
the stars seem nearer
seem farther

sayuru yo wa hoshi chikazukeri tozakari-



   m

after snowfall
a Buddha on the lawn
with coal eyes

yuki futte sumi no manako no hotoke zasu



   m

just the north face
of each fence post
painted white

tada kita no saku no hashira no men shiroshi



   m

sudden snow
narcissus blossoms
on the radiator

niwakayuki danbo no ue no narushisu hiraku-



   m

winter seclusion
tending all day
the small fire

fuyugomori hinemosu chiisaki hi wo mamoru



   m

orchard slush
wizened fruit melts
into the earth

kajyuen no setsudei ringo shinabite chi ni tokeru



   m

morning thaw
deer tracks
full of sun

yuki tokete asahi michitaru shika no ato



   m

faint color
combed from the sky
blue spruce

awairo wa sora wo sukitaru aoki momi



   m

woodsmoke
the fitful arc
of the wind

kimagurena kaze no ko egaku ki no kemuri



   m

chopping wood
someone does the same
a moment later

maki wareba dareka ga okurete maki wo waru



   m

woodshed cocoons
silence buds
out of itself

onozu kara chinmoku mebuku koya no mayu



   m

sweatpants
from the zendo
no pockets

zendo kara no suwettopantsu ni wa poketto ga nai-



   m

frozen paradise
a little piece of hell
in the woodstove

furozun paradaisu kourojo itten no jigoku--



   m

New Year’s dawn
light first gathers
in the icicles

shinshun no hikari wa mazu turara ni tsudo-





New Year’s Day





Haiku is composed of language.
It cannot be composed of silence.

But unlike most language,
haiku does not attempt to oppose silence.

It attempts to point to silence.

Haiku can set into motion
oscillations in the silence between us.

In this way haiku can be poised
between language and silence.

In this way it can suggest
the centrality of silence.

Where silence is shared,
we are all present.





Every object is possessed of silence.
It is silence which is the secret fund

of its being.

The man who is possessed of silence
moves out through silence

to the outside world.
Silence is central to his being.

This centrality of silence in a man,
in any being, we call ‘presence.’

What moves us in each being
moves through the silence connecting us.

We are moved before language
tells us what to say.





It is man who exists
between silence and language.

Man comes out of silence into language.
Man comes out of pure being into creation.

Being and silence belong together,
just as language belong together.

It is when man comes into language
that the animals can be named,
that the flowers can be named,
that the trees can be named.

The name of thing is not the thing.
The name of a thing is as far

from being that thing
as language is from being silence.





Presence

Before there was creation,
there was silence.

When creation occurred,
silence was still there, surrounding creation,

the background to creation.

Language arose from silence.
Silence is inseparable from language.

Language is like the rocks
beneath the surface of a body of water

which rise to break the surface at low tide,
only to recede thereafter.

Silence can exist without language,
but language cannot exist without silence.





Presents of Mind
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